Personal Sound Amplifier
Personal Sound Amplifier

The SuperEar is personal sound amplifier. Insert the headphones into the jack “hear what you’ve been missing!” Perfect for watching TV, improved hearing at meetings and worship services, or simply gaining more enjoyment from conversations. Runs on one AAA battery.

Reminders:
- 14 day loan
- No Renewals
- $1.00 per day overdue fine
- The Amplifier must be returned to **Thayer Public Library**.
- Specifically, please bring the kit to the **Main Circulation Desk**
- **DO NOT PUT IN THE BOOK DROP**

Contents (4 items):
- 1 SuperEar device
- 1 Set of Earbuds
- 1 Instruction Booklet
- 1 Contents Card

Replacement Costs:
- SuperEar: $48.95
- Earbuds: $8.00